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The cover of a popular 1918 American song, "Keep the Home Together, Mother, Thaf s
All We're Fighting For/' suggested that the main goal of World War I was to protect and sustain
the home. 1 It depicted three women from all different generations sitting at a kitchen table. One
is reading and two are working on a sewing project. A small black cat meanders nearby this
domestic scene. This image placed an emphasis on gendered spatialization-women are at home
performing traditional women's work, such as sewing and maintaining the home, while men are
outside performing men's work, such as fighting in the war. It relates the act of a man fighting in
WWI to protecting his women and his home. These gendered images took shape in propaganda
posters and covers for sheet music, and they represent a certain aspect of the wartime culture in
the United States during this period.
Propaganda took different forms during WWI, but this paper will focus on images and
music. I will utilize the posters and sheet music published during this time in order to analyze the
cultural themes of wartime America. When identifying themes in the images and songs of WWI,
it is important to identify what they are saying and what they are not. Mainstream propaganda
intentionally emphasized certain ideals and characteristics as it erased others, especially when
using a racial lens. However, these images did not appear out of thin air. They were created as
effective means of communication at this time, which means they must have held some
significance to their audience. The posters and sheet music of WWI at once reflect the gender
norms of the period and construct restrictive ideas about gender and service for both men and
women.

1

Bessie and William Keene, Keep the Home Together, Mother (I'hat 's All We 're Fighting
For), Notated Music, Baltimore: W.C. Keene's Music Publishing Co., 1918, From Library of Congress, World War I
Sheet Music Collection, https://lccn.loc.gov/2013567558.
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Historiography
The historiography of World War I propaganda is diverse and expansive, as many
scholars have grappled with different facets of wartime propaganda in the United States and
globally. According to the American Historical Association, the term propaganda itself is highly
contested among historians. Based on the definition provided by Ralph Casey, propaganda is a
form of words, images, songs, or other similar devices in which the creator attempts to influence
a person's behavior through the promotion of certain ideas and beliefs.2 Early writing on the
Great War focused primarily on its causes and America's role in it. In 1933, Ralph Lutz was one
of the initial scholars to inquire about propaganda and how it was used to form public opinion.
His work was a survey of the propaganda in almost every country involved in WWI, including
Germany, Belgium, Britain, United States, Italy, and Russia. He argues that propaganda is
essential to any war effort in order to lift up the spirits of the home country and dispirit the
enemy, no matter ifit came from the Allies or the Central powers. 3 It was not until the 1970s
when the historical questions about the war shifted away from causes to different aspects of the
war experience. In 1974, Joseph Darracott published his book, The First World War in Posters,
analyzing over 70 posters from the war and the artitsts behind them. 4 The book is a broad
examination of WWI images and connects their messages to the greater war effort at the time.
Shortly after in 1975, Paul Fussell published The Great War and Modem Memory, one of
the most important works that bridges cultural, literary, and military history of WWI. 5 Through
the analysis of propaganda, literature, songs, and other cultural sources, Fussell creates the
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Ralph Casey, "Defining Propaganda I & II," historians.org, accessed 12 November 2017,
https://www.historians.org/about-aha-and-membership/aha-history-and-archives/gi-roundtableseries/pamphlets/what-is-propaganda/defining-propaganda-ii.
3
Ralph Lutz, "Studies of World War Propaganda," The Journal ofModern History 5, no. 4 (1933), 510.
4
Joseph Darracott, The First World War in Posters (New York: Dover Publications, 1974).
5
Jay Winter, "Introduction," Introduction to The Great War and Modern Memory by Paul Fussell (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2013), ix.
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meaning of a shared, modem memory of a war experienced by soldiers by looking into atypical
sources. He says, "That new dimension is capable of revealing for the first time the full obscenity
of the Great War," referring to the analysis ofliterary or pictorial sources to understand the war. 6
Historians at this time were just starting to use images as sources to create a more
interdisciplinary study of past events, especially wars.
This ''visual tum" occurred in the late twentieth century as images became more
accessible and identified as sources for historial analysis. 7 Some notable historians who utilized
images are T.J. Clark with his 1973 book on life in Paris using Manet's paintings and George H.
Roeder with his 1993 book on the American visual experience during World War II. 8 As images
became a basis for analysis, the work of the French philosopher Roland Barthes became relevant
and important. He writes about the interpretation of signs and images in advertising or other
public means. In one of his most famous articles published in 1977, "The Rhetoric of the Image,"
Barthes argues that images provide different symbolic and linguistic messages denoted by the
picture and the accompanying words. These messages are interpreted by an audience made of
individuals who perceive the image in various ways. This is why advertisers accompany their
images with a caption in order to steer the viewer into the intended message or reading of the
image. 9 Barthes' writing provides a theoretical background to the analysis of propaganda in
WWI in order to understand how an image is formed and understood by the viewers.
When these images are analyzed, however, Fussell and other historians focus on the
specific experiences and writings of men throughout his book. This male-centered approach

6

Paul Fussell, The Great War and Modem Memory (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013), 361.
Anna Pegler-Gordon, "Seeiog Images io History," io Perspectives on History (February 2006),
https://www.historians.org/publications-and-directories/perspectives-on-history/february-2006/seeiog-images-inhistory.
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Ibid.
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Roland Barthes, "The Rhetoric of the Image," from Image - Music- Text, sel. and trans. by Stephen Heath (New
York: Hill and Wang, 1977), 156.
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dominated the literature until historians began to ask questions about the experiences of groups
that had been marginalized by the work of other historians. This is related to the "new" history
inspired by social movements in the United States, such as the civil rights and feminist
movements. As a result ofthis shift, Michele Shover published her article in 1975, "Roles and
Images of Women in World War I Propaganda," one of the most widely-cited articles in the
study of how WWI propaganda related to women in America. She asserts that the most
successful propaganda campaigns utilized feminine and maternal images when targeting men to
enlist in military services.

10

These images include the vulnerable young woman who needs

protection or the older mother who insists on her son's service. Shover asserts that gendered
imagery was not only popular, but also successful in influencing men during WWI, which brings
about the question of how it may also influence women at this same time. I intend to look at
these popular tropes and inspect how they might reflect and construct ideas about gendered
wartime service.
As Shover looks into how men were compelled to enter military service through the use
of feminine images, another historian, Gail Braybon, attempts to look at how service during the
war took shape at home and not on the battefield. While she mainly wrote about the experience
of women workers during the Great War, she established an approach to sources which was
applicable to many future historians. In her monograph, Women Workers in the First World War,
she was the first to quantify the movement of women into war industries, which she found led to
an increase of 1.5 million women in the industry.

11

Through her gendered lens, she was able to

ask specific questions of her sources to find out how exactly women experienced the First World
War, in turn opening up a new dialogue for historians to explore.
10

Michele Shover, "Roles and Images of Women in World War I Propaganda," Politics and Society 5, no. 4
(December 1975), 475.
11
Gail Braybon, Women Workers in the First World War(NewYork: Croom Helm, 1981), 15.
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In the 1990s, visual history hit its stride and many historians published influential studies
of visual propaganda, such as Claire Tylee, Steve Baker, and Susan Zieger. Before Tylee, other
historians had been focused on propaganda that targeted men to act as soldiers, which does make
up a vast amount of the propaganda released at this time. However, Tylee was more interested in
Fussell's idea of a "modem memory," but from a female perspective. She wrote a book, The

Great War and Women's Consciousness: Images ofMilitarism and Womanhood in Women's
Writings, 1914-1964, published in 1990, which details how women responded to propaganda in
their diaries, letters, or fiction.

12

Tylee used sources written by women and acknowledged that

women experienced war along with men, just in a different way. This identification of a female
consciousness was a direct foil to the conception of a shared male experience during war and
created a female-identified narrative. Tylee suggests that women were targeted specifically in the
dissemination of propaganda. I find her analysis useful, but differ from her because I am not
utilizing literary or autobiographical sources to look at gender and WWI. I will use images and
sheet music, but will continue Tylee's methods oflooking at war as experience by both men and
women.
WWI images were created in part by the Department of Pictorial Publicity (DPP), and
Steve Baker outlines this process in his 1990 article. The article, "Describing Images of the
National Self: Popular Accounts of the Construction of Pictorial Identity in The First World War
Poster," deconstructs the understanding of images through the study of the DPP, a division of
the Committee on Public Information created by President Wilson. The DPP was created by the
chairman of the CPI, George Creel, in order to reach Americans who do not read newspapers or

12

Claire Tylee, The Great War and Women's Consciousness: Images ofMilitarism and Womanhood in Women's
Writings, 1914-1964 (Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 1990), 7.
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watch movies. 13 Baker demonstrates in his article how posters created a national consciousness
in WWI. 14 His study of these posters and public discussions on their meanings is in line with the
historical shift that took place around this time. Historians began understanding pictorial images
as tools to understanding the past and Baker's article argues that the WWI posters reflected a
national consciousness defined by popular artists at the time. Although these posters have gone
out of style for the present day, they were extremely popular in the early twentieth-century and
sparked many discussions in public forums about their impact.
The relation of state-sponsored images during WWI inspired another historian, Susan
Zieger. In 1996, she published her article, "She Didn't Raise Her Boy to be a Slacker:
Motherhood, Conscription, and the Culture of the First World War." 15 Zieger studies how the
symbol of motherhood changed over the course of the war through film, while simultaneously
using that analysis to inform a discussion on how the actual women invovled in the peace
movements were viewed. She identifies a shift in what it means to be a good mother. Before the
U.S. joined the war, many women opposed war on maternal and moral grounds. But after April
1917, a good mother would support the war effort, and this shift can be seen in propaganda
movies of the time. Zieger's analysis is important to my argument because it offers an example
of how propaganda intersected with the actual treatment of women during wartime. This
supports the idea that propaganda can simultaenously construct a gendered identity of what it
means to be a good mother, while also reflecting the cultural norms that were shifting once
America entered the war.

13

Steve Baker, "Describing Images of the National Self: Popular Accounts of the Construction of Pictorial Identity
in the First World War Poster," Oxford Art Journal 13, no. 2 (1990), 24.
14
Baker, 24.
·Susan Zieger, "She didn't raise her boy to be a slacker: motherhood, conscription, and the culture of the First
World War," Feminist Studies 22 (1996), 6-39.
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While Zieger focused on how femininity was constructed, other historians looked into
how masculinity was depicted in WWI images. Meg Albrinck wrote her article, "Humanitarians
and He-Men: Recruitment Posters and the Masculine Ideal," in 2009, which argues that the use
of masculine messages influenced Britisn WWI posters in a few different ways. Albrinck argues
that the posters propose that men can act like "real men" through enlisting in the military and
saving their women and their nation. 16 Although Albrinck looked into British sources, I have
found this masculine ideal can be identified in American posters as well, and her analysis is
particularly useful. She identifies that posters are just suggestions of how to act and not the
actual actions of those living in this period, but the posters can still be utilized effectively in a
historical analysis. 17
In the early 2000s, two historians developed a more in-depth history of the poster

campaigns during WWI. George Vogt wrote "When Posters Went to War: How America's Best
Commercial Artists Helped Win World War I" in 2001. 18 Vogt provides a look at the artists
behind these famous images and identifies how they became involved with the campaign. The
most famous was Charles Dana Gibson, whose work would have been recognizable to the
general public at the time. He identifies just how much cultural influence these men had. In
2006, Eric Van Shaack published an article, "The Division of Pictorial Publicity in World War
I."19 Van Schaack provides essential information on this division, pulling together exact numbers

of the images and posters produced by this division. In the same vein as Vogt, he also provides
more information on Charles Dana Gibson, the chairman of the division. This information is

16

Meg Albrinck, "Humanitarians and He-Men: Recruitment Posters and the Masculine Ideal," In Picture This:
World War I Posters and Visual Culture, ed. Pearl James (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2009), 317.
17
Ibid., 322.
18
George Vogt, "When Posters Went to War: How America's Best Commercial Artists Helped Win World War!,"
The Wisconsin Magazine ofHistory 84, no. 2 (Winter 2001): 38-47.
19
Eric Van Shaack, "The Division of Pictorial Publicity in World War I," Design Issues 22, no. 1 (Winter 2006), 45.
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essential to understanding how propaganda functioned in the war because the posters were
created by an artist, usually a man. They are important to the narrative, just as the target audience
and actual images are.
In the 2010s, historians began writing and shifting the perspective of WWI propaganda.

Up until very recently, and with the expection ofTylee, the main focus of propaganda studies
was to identify the message and shaping of public opinion, mainly of men. Historians such as
Celia Kingsbury and David Monger write in the 201 Os of how women were targeted during the
war in propaganda at rates comparable to men. Monger identifies that British propaganda
through the National War Aims Committee often pushed women to participate in the war effort,
but only in culturally acceptable ways that did not threaten their feminine identity.20 Women
were needed not only to fulfill this domestic duty, but to also inspire and comfort men on the
frontlines. Kingsbury identifies how women were guilted and cajoled into supporting their
country through gardening or buying bonds through propaganda. 21
One of the central ways in which women were targeted by propaganda was through the
Red Cross. Nurses were in demand during WWI, which is evident in the propaganda published
by the Red Cross which utilized specific images of women to call them to service. Historian P.J.
Lopez discusses this in her 2016 article, "American Red Cross posters and the cultural politics of
motherhood in World War I." These posters produced an image of a "good" mother, who was
selfless and patriotic, culminating in one of the the most iconic images of wartime propaganda:
The Greatest Mother.

22

This image was utilized by the Red Cross in America and Britain in order

to define a "feminine citizenship" that valued service and sacrifice. In my analysis, this
20

David Monger, "Nothing Special? Propaganda and Women's Role in Late First World War Britain," Women's
History Review 23, no. 4 (August 2014), 520.
21
Celia Kingsbury, For Home and Country: World War I Propaganda on the Home Front (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 2010), 27.
22
P .J. Lopez. "American Red Cross posters and the cultural politics of motherhood in World War I." Gender, Place
& Culture 23, no. 6 (2016), 777.
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construction of a feminine citizenship plays a central role to my review of the American wartime
culture and how it affected a woman's participation in the public sphere. I am expanding this
inquiry to also identify masculine citizenship and how it interacts with the feminine.
As established, the study of propaganda during World War I is expansive and thorough. It
has shifted in many important ways since the twentieth century. The earlier writings established
a framework for discussing how propaganda relates to the cultural identities of people during
WWI and how it can be mined as a source for useful insights. However, this history tended to be
Anglo-centric and male-identified. As other historians identified these gaps, they were able to
create a history that engages with gender in significant ways. In this paper, I plan to dicuss the
culture of wartime masculinity and femininity together and how images and songs played a role
in creating and disseminating different messages. It has also situated this propaganda in the
context of WWI, as it relates to the suffrage and peace movements which were taking place
concurrently.

WWI Images and Songs
In 1917 when the United States joined WWI, President Woodrow Wilson created the

Committee on Public Information in order to create and oversee the nation's propaganda. The
CPI was not the only creator or commissioner of propaganda. The Red Cross, YMCA, YWCA,
and the Salvation Army all created posters in order to promote the war to its audience. This
propaganda represents a national, wartime identity created by certain artists to influence the
public.23 These artists did not create these images in a vacuum-they were influenced by the
national culture and rhetoric of which was familiar to them and to the public. Through the
Division of Pictorial Publicity chaired by Charles Dana Gibson, the government produced over

23

Baker, 35.
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700 posters designs, 287 cartoons, and 122 bus and trolley cards, demonstrating how large this
mission actually was. 24
These designs were featured in a variety of mediums. They could be found in women's
magazines, such as the Ladies Home Journal or The Delineator, or on public transportation.

25

Some organizations, such as the YMCA, created pamphlets that combined the written word with
these designs. The understanding ofthis identity can also come from a closer look into the artists
of these posters. As previously mentioned, the chairman of the DPP was Charles Dana Gibson, a
famous artist of the earlzy twentieth century. He is creator of the "Gibson Girl," a Progressive
Era depiction of a type of new woman who was the pinnacle of female attractiveness. 26 She had
pale white skin with rosy cheeks and impeccable hair, and Gibson detailed her adventures with
her many male suitors in his illustrations and short stories. Because Gibson was central to the
development of the DPP and many of these images of women during WWI, the Gibson girl is
inextricable from the prescribed notions of femininity during wartime. Middle-class white
femininity meant upholding everything that was feminine, such as humility and grace, while
sacrificing and suffering for your country.
In addition to posters, music of WWI often combined the use of images, lyrics, and score

to create an impactful impression upon the reader of the sheet music. The publishers of this
music were concentrated in New York City or other major cities of the Northeast and Midwest,
27

such as Chicago or Philadelphia. From 1914 to 1919, music publishers advertised around 7,300
war or patriotic songs and over 200 of these were distributed by the big three record companies:

24

George Vogt, "When Posters Went to War: How America's Best Commercial Artists Helped Win World War I,"
The Wisconsin Magazine ofHistory 84, no. 2 (Winter 2001): 44.
25
Eric Van Shaack, "The Division of Pictorial Publicity in World War I," Design Issues 22, no. 1 (Winter 2006), 45.
26
Lynn Gordon, "The Gibson Girl Goes to College: Popular Culture and Women's Higher Education in the
Progressive Era, 1890-1920," American Quarterly 39, no. 2 (Summer 1987), 211.
27
Don Tyler, Music of the First World War (Santa Barbra, CA: ABC-CLIO, 2016), 5.
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Columbia, Victor, and Edison.28 Many middle class homes in America at this time had the means
to play music at their homes, often congregating around the piano or phonograph to sing with
their families. Popular composers of time included Irving Berlin and William Keene, who
worked with lyricists to reflect the emotional and cultural sentiments of the war period. 29 The
music and lyrics were often accompanied by a drawing or a picture on the very front of the sheet
music
Sheet music and posters work together to create a wartime culture that acts in two ways.
First, it creates a mirror for society, as the artists reflect cultural norms and values in their work
that resonates with the public. During wartime, similar themes are depicted in this work, such as
service, patriotism, and nationalism. These themes are expressed with the use of gendered
images and language, reflecting an idea about gender that would have been understood at this
time period. While these images do reflect values, they also reinforce and prescribe them to the
consumer of this propaganda. Images and language have a powerful effect on the consumer of a
poster or a song, especially when it comes to the race and gender of those perceiving it. In this
way, these cultural devices can devise and enforce certain ideas about the culture in which they
have been made.

Gendering Patriotism
Women and Femininity
Wartime propaganda shaped American culure along gendered and racial lines. One of the
central themes of this propaganda, patriotism, meant different things to different people. For
women, wartime femininity was defined by sacrifice for the good of the country. This could be
accomplished in different ways, according to the images from posters or words from sheet music.

28
29

Tyler, 6.
Tyler, 7.
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One of these ways is to be a good mother. A U.S. Navy poster drawn by Charles Dana Gibson,
the chairman of the DPP, depicts a white woman dropping off her son with Uncle Sam. She says,
"Here he is, sir!" while Uncle Sam responds, "We need him and you too!"30 While this poster is
for Navy recruitment, it speaks to more than just men who haven't enlisted yet because the
captions on the image speak directly to women. It calls to mothers to send their sons off to war
by depicting a dignified, if dejected, woman embrace Uncle Sam as she sends her son to war.
She is doing her maternal duty by making this deal with Uncle Sam, even if it may cause
suffering for her.
Another image explicitly uses the imagery of motherhood from the Red Cross. It's titled,
"The Greatest Mother in the World!" and it's published in 1918. Although this image and slogan
was invented by the CPI, it is reproduced by the Red Cross in Britain as well as in America,
demonstrating its effectiveness and poignancy. The image is a white nurse, blown into the size of
a giant, cradling a wounded soldier in her arms. She's dressed in all white, just as the Red Cross
nurse would be, and she stares reverently into the distance. This image is striking in many ways.
First, the proportions of the drawing depict the nurse as much larger than the soldier,
emphasizing her role and importance to the war effort. Second, this nurse is not even called a
nurse-she is called a mother. This distinction shows how nursing was seen as an extension of
the maternal duty as caretaker. In order to be the greatest mother, a woman must drop everything
and volunteer as a nurse. This would be one of the ultimate sacrifices to make.

°Charles Dana Gibson, U.S. Navy--''Here he is, sir"-We need him and you too! Illustration, Brooklyn, NY: Latham
Litho. & Ptg. Co., 1918, From Library of Congress, Posters of World War I, Print (poster),
https://lccn.loc.gov/93510429.
3
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Image 1: Foringer, Alonzo B. Tiu: GreatatMother in the World. mastration. 1917. From Library of
Congiaa, Poatf:rs of World Ww I. Print, htt,p://www.loc.gov{pictnreslitem/2001700434/.

Sacrifice plays into another aspect of this image as well. The white uniform, including the

hat with a veil, mvokes religious imagery of the Madonna, specifically Madonna after Jesus was
crucified. In both depictions, the woman figure is holding an injured man while maintaing a

dignified look. Mary is the ultimate sacrificing and suffering mother, as she must deliver a son
only to watch him die in the name of nili.gious duty and service of God. Mothers of WWI must

deliver their sons to 1he war effort, and they may not return. Or they volunteer as nurses and
watch as the sons ofmothers suffer. This imagery dem.onsttates that those women who make this
sacrifice silently and respectfully are the greatest mothers in the world This is how they serve
their country. This image was reproduced in other U.S. posters and in diffetent forms.31 Artist

Haskell Coffin created an image in the likeness of this one for a Red Cross "Roll Calf' poster in

31

Lopez, 777.
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1918, as a woman dressed in exactly the same manner holds out her arms and stares directly at
the audience. This invitation to join looks as ifit is a call from the Madonna herself. 32
This religious imagery is vital to understanding the juncture between sacrifice and
suffering for mothers in WWI. For Christian America, Mary is ultimate symbol of servant
motherhood. She answered God's call to have his son, submitting to the divine forces so that she
could serve God in the face of immense suffering. Many WWI songs described the peculiar
lamentations of mothers whose sons had enlisted in the military, echoing this theme of suffering
and sacrifice. The song, "Since my boy has gone away," composed by Rose Kall with lyrics by
Ambrose Rich, is written from the perspective of a mother whose son has gone to war. She says
in the chorus, "I am so lonesome since my boy has gone away ... For he meant the world to
me." 33 Both verses depict her pain and loss, but she knows that her son is needed "over there"
and prays to see him again. The words of this woman through the song work together with the
imagery of the greatest mother to create an ideal patriotic mother who might serve as an example
or a foil to the mothers involved in the peace and suffrage movements of the time.
The women of the anti-war movement, such as Emma Goldman and Jane Addams, were
a huge threat to the CPI as they attempt to garner support for the war. 34 Jane Addams used the
image of motherhood to express her moral objection to the war, and as a revered symbol in
America, her dissent caused anxiety among those in government. The CPI knew that women's
involvement was essential to the war effort, which is why they established a woman's committee
just 15 days after the U.S. entered the war. 35 This committee was chaired by Anna Howard

32

Haskell Coffin, Third Red Cross Roll Call, Illustration, 1918, From Library of Congress, Posters of World War I,
Print, https://lccn.loc.gov/2002708943.
33
Rose Kall and Ambrose Rich, Since my boy has gone away, Notated Music, October 4, 1917, From Library of
Congress, World War I Sheet Music Collection, https://lccn.loc.gov/201456391 1.
34z·ieger, n.p.
35
Ana Garner and Karen Slattery, "Mobilizing Mother: From Good Mother to Patriotic Mother in World War I,"
Journalism and Communication Monographs 14, no. 1(Spring2012), 27.
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Shaw, the former president of the National Women's Suffrage Association. 36 A government
report, published in 1920, recognized the efforts of the Women's committee. It stated that
''women were a power, that they were active, efficient, and were making contributions to the
social welfare.'.37 This report reaffirmed the framework established by propaganda images.
Together, they focused on a gendered narrative of war contribution, one that was centered around
sacrifice and motherhood.
However, wartime posters went beyond this framework of motherhood in order to focus
on women as responsible consumers. A poster advertising the sale of U.S. governmet bonds, or
liberty loans as this poster calls them, depicts an older, white woman with her arms outstretched
as if to embrace the audience {image 2 on the next page). 38 The American flag flies directly
behind her, with war scenes in the background such as a sinking ship and soldiers armed on the
battlefield. It reads, "Women! Help America's sons win the war" through the purchase of
government bonds. This message is certainly curated to appeal to a woman's sense of maternal
duty by using the language of"America's sons" and the image of a grandmotherly figure. In this
context, a woman must sacrifice some of her money in order to support the war. Another poster
depicts this call to buy U.S. bonds. It's called, "Joan of Arc Saved France," and depicts a white
woman dressed in armor and wielding a sword, created in the likeness of Joan of Arc {image
3).39 Although this image does not recall the same maternal feelings as other posters, it still
recalls religious imagery, considering Joan of Arc was declared a martyr and canonized as a

36

Gamer and Slattery, 27.
Emily Newell Blair, "The Woman's Committee: United States National Council ofNational Defense: An
Interpretative Report: April 21, 1917 to February 27, 1919," Washington, DC: U.S. Government, 1920, From
Library of Congress, Print, https://lccn.loc.gov/unk83029851.
38
R. H. Porteus, Women! Help America's Sons Win the War, Illustration, Chicago: Edwards and Deutsch Litho. Co.,
1917, From Library of Congress, Posters of World War I, Print (poster), https://lccn.loc.gov/93510435.
39
Haskell Coffin, Joan ofArc Saved France, Illustration, New York: The United States Printing and Lithography
Co., 1918, From Library of Congress, Posters of World War I, Print (poster),
http://www.loc.gov/pictures/resource/cph.3 g09551/.
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Catholic saint The connection to religious duty wu clearly seen aa an effective tool to influence

women at this time.

llllqe .2 (left): Portc.u, R. IL. Jf'01MJ1/ Help Amai&a'a S0111J Will tJse "'""· IDllllnlion. Chicago: Bd.wlll'da and
Deullch Litho. Co., 1917. FromL!braryofCollgll!ll,Po.rtel'S o/Worltl IJ"t.11' 1. Print(polter),
ht!pa:tnccn.loe.gov/93Sl043S (1cce1ed Oetober 14, 2017).
lmap 3 (right): Coffin, Hubll. JOllll of.4:rc Stned ~. WUl1nlio11. Now Yml: Tm: United Smtce P.rintmg and
Litbopphy Co., 1918. From Lilnry ofCODgR19f, Po.Jten ofWorld War I. Print (potter),
hl!p:l/www.loc.J10v~urce/cph.3&99SS1/ (1cc•ued October 8, 2017).

Mm and Mmculinity

While these images had mDCh to do with femininity, they simultaenously had much to do
with muculinity and what wartime pstriotism meant to tbrm. Male patriotiam was aimjJarly

about sacrifice, but these men wese often given a more active role than women in 1he images.
The images and songs anal)'Rd thus far focus in large put on the relationship of a son and a
mother. Ifthe greatest mother was emulating Mary, then accordingly the son would represent
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Jesus. This provides a comparison of a soldier's sacrifice for his country to Jesus' sacrifice,
which creates a rhetorical message about military service that cannot be refuted unless by a
blasphemous critic. This message was very effective in gaining the public's support after Wilson
won reelection on the slogan, "He kept us out of war."40 When the messages on the war effort are
concentrated around these religious principles, then the American public rally behind it in large
numbers.
Sacrifice was not only about military service for men, just as sacrifice did not have a
static meaning for women. A poster created by the National Industrial Conservation Movement
reads, "The test of our loytalty is the measure of our sacrifice.'.4 1 The image compares the
sacrifice of men in the trenches to the sacrifice of men working in a shipyards or in a munitions
factory. The overall message is that these different types of sacrifice are in fact very similar, as
the working class men are giving up their lives to dedicate themselves to their work. Because this
poster had to be issued by an industrial movement, it implicitly says that men who had not
enlisted in the military were not not seen as commited to their country. This poster also presents
another comparison--of the men in the trenches to "agitators," or those who spoke out against
the war. It asked, "Where do you stand?" The audience is presented with these two diametrically
opposed symbols and forced to see that the men who choose to stay and work are actually on the
side of the war effort. The real bad side is that of the agitator and anti-war movement. Men who
are against war are acting in treasonous ways, similar to the women involved in the peace
movements of the time.
Along with sacrifice, wartime masculinity had much to do with courage. This presents
the other side of the mother and son relationship, describing the efforts of a son when fighting for
40

Lopez, 780.
The test of our loytalty is the measure ofour sacrifice, Illustration, New York: National Industrial Conservation
Movement, 1917, From Library of Congress, Posters of World War I, Print (poster), https://lccn.loc.gov/00653174.
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his country. In two popular songs at the time, the writers highlight the bravery and stoicism of
the soldiers. The song, "Wisconsin Loyalty," depicts the fighting spirit of Wisconsin "sons" who
answer the call to service: "There is no room for slackers in our state whose fighting fame/whose
slogan do or die boys must ever live the same. " 42 These words enforce a decision onto the men,
to either do or die. In the song, "There's no place like home, dear, in the good old USA," a

soldier is speaking to his girlfriend back at home. The cover page depicts a young white man and
woman in an embrace. In the song, he says in the chorus, "Dolly dear, now don't be sighing,
though it breaks your heartfl know, don't you see the colors flying, for we're going to fight the
foe." 43 Men must be the rational words to comfort the emotional woman who can only
understand that her partner is leaving her. It is through the language of these songs that
masculine bravery is defined as patriotic and courageous on behalf of liberty and loyalty.
Many images of WWI promoted ideas about masculinity and femininity simulatenously.
One poster, "For the Safety of Womanhood," depicts a young woman and a child draped in the
American flag, hovering over a military troop like an apparition (image 4, next page). It was
issued by the Liberty Loan Committee of Washington and it calls for the viewer to "help till it
hurts."44 This particular image was published in The Delineator, a popular women's magazine at
the time. The text of this poster asserts that supporting the war through the buying of war loans
allows for the "safety of womanhood and the honor of manhood." In conjunction with the image,
this text exhibits important themes about what the war meant to women and men. First, it
suggests that the war is in defense of womanhood, to keep women safe. The soldiers fighting the
war are in fact providing for the safety of womankind, promoting the idea that American women
42

Richard Karle, Wisconsin Loyalty, Notated Music, Milwaukee, Wisconsin: Wm. A Kaun Music
Company: 1917, From Library of Congress, World War I Sheet Music Collection, https://lccn.loc.gov/2013567534.
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W. H. Kanouse, There's no place like home, dear, in the good old USA, Notated Music, Seattle, WA: Lyric Music
Company, 1918, From Library of Congress, World War I Sheet Music Collection, https://lccn.loc.gov/2014563918.
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For the safety ofwomanhood, Illustration, The Delineator, April 1918, From Library of Congress, Posters of
World War L Print, https://lccn.loc.gov/00652884.
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Patriotism and Race
It's important to identify who exactly these images and songs were targeting more
specifically than just "women" or ''men." The majority of these images depict white women and
men. While African American men were serving in the military in segregated troops, none of
these posters call on the African American mothers' sense of duty or sacrifice. This is essential
to the definition of patriotism and sacrifice because it is leaving out an entire population who
were experiencing WWI in similar ways to white women. Black women were banned from
45

joining the Red Cross, despite 1,000 of them rushing to join the service. Their voices were
either separated or completely left out of the Suffrage Movement. Because these images were
catered to a specific type of woman, it represents a sliver of wartime femininity that belonged to
the white, middle-class identity.
While there were not popular posters or songs that called on the patriotism of African
American women, a few of them did call on the service of African American men. A poster
published in Chicago in 1918, titled "The True Sons of Freedom," depicts an African American
troop in the midst of battle (Image 5 on next page). These men are proudly bearing the
American flag with the specter of Abraham Lincoln floating above them, with a quote that reads,
"Liberty and freedom shall not perish." This imagery closely links the fight of WWI to the Civil
War, calling on a specific type of patriotism in African American men. It seems to be expressing
the message that Black men should defend the freedom of the world as the true beneficiaries of
freedom in the United States.

45
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I:ma1e 5: True SoNJ ofFreedom. Illustration. Chicago: Chai. Gustrine, 1918. From Librmy ofCongreu, Po11tel'll of
World War I. Print(poater), http://www.loc.goy/pictures/imm/93503146/ (acceaseclNovrmber 3, 2017).

Jn a similar vein, the song, ''When the Good Lord Makes a Record of a Hero's Deed, He

Draws No Color Line,0 calls on the specific patriotism of Black men to fight for freedom just as
their ancestors had. The song speaks directly tn an African American man, saying your
giandfatber fought in the Civil War and yom father fought in the Spanish-American War "so I
know that you will do your duty too."46 This kind of duty is only applicable to an African
American man whose ancestors fought in the same way to ensure the fteedom of future
generations. The posters that do not target African American men make the same call to duty and
patriotiBJD, but it is not tied so <lirectly to their personal stake in this fight for fteedom.

46

Harry De Costa, When the Good Lord Maka a Record ofa Hero's Deed, He Draws No Color
Line, notated music., New York: M. Witmark & Sons, 1918, ftom Library of Congress, World War 1 Sheet Music
Collection, https://www.loc.gov/resonrce/ihas.200200934.0/?sp=3&st=single.
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The title page of this song depicts a young African American soldier embracing his
''mammy," as the song puts it. The figure of a "mammy" is a Southern caricature of Black
women who were domestic slaves, and it is important that this image is the only image of a
Black woman encountered in my research. The woman is wearing a dress with an apron, with her
curly hair pinned back in a small bun. Her features are soft and look a bit sad as she looks at the
young male soldier. By presenting this African American woman in this way, it perpetuates the
archetype of the "mammy" as a domestic caretaker, which invokes slavery and the Civil War era

in a different way. It also constructs a small box for what makes a Black woman a woman by
holding her in the same light as the other images of white women at this time-she is soft,
domestic, and non-threatening. As noted, it is one of the few images that even depict a Black
woman at this time. This erasure of Black women is not only a facet of wartime propaganda, but
also characterizes the suffrage movements of this time as well. Many notable white suffrage
leaders, such as Anna Howard Shaw and Susan B. Anthony, were appalled that Black men
received the vote before women. They segregated suffrage marches and excluded Black women,
such as Ida B. Wells-Barnett, from the conversation. The posters reflect this marginalization by
presenting significantly less images of African American women.
Another song published in 1918 called "We're Coming" was dedicated to the "colored
soldiers of America."47 This song is different from the previous because it gives the same
messages as most other songs or images described previously, the message of sacrifice and
service. Because this song was written for the African American soldier, it creates an "othering"
of the American soldier. The song describes Black men answering the call to defend their

47

W. J. Nickerson, We're Coming, notated music, New Orleans: Grunewald Company, 1918,
from Newberry Library, World War I in U.S. Popular Culture, http://dcc.newberry.org/collections/world-war-i-inus-popular-culture#popular-music-and-the-war.
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country, saying "we're the colored soldier boys of Uncle Sam.'.48 This message was created
because the default image of a soldier of Uncle Sam is a white man, even though Black men
have fought in every American war.

Conclusion
Through this research, I have shown that cultural narratives of gender and race are woven
into images of propaganda, and in tum, these images create a new cultural framework. The
contemporary study of wartime propaganda has shifted to ask questions about how groups of
people were targeted through images or songs. This research contributes to this body of work,
which defines how cultural narratives were exploited and created during wartime to influence
men and women. The use of images and songs during WWI were intentional tools to influence
the feelings and actions of Americans. These reflected and prescribed cultural ideas about
masculinity, femininity, and race and how they might compliment each other. The themes
reflected in these posters and sheet music often identified both men and women as contributing
to the war effort in different ways. The differences are essential to understanding how gender
was understood at this time, as men took on the public fights and women controlled private
matters. This is evident in how they defined sacrifice for men and for women, especially through
the use of religious imagery. By defining certain ways that women could work in the public
sphere, these posters and sheet music reinforced and defined gendered service during WWI.

••N·1ckerson, n.p.
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